The following are error messages printed by Function PRINTOPS:

1. **ERROR** STATUS OF XX RETURNED FROM HGTSTR WHILE DECODING CARRYOVER GROUP IDS.
   Action: Contact your Support Team.

2. **ERROR** STATUS OF XX RETURNED FROM HGTSTR WHILE DECODING FORECAST GROUP IDS.
   Action: Contact your Support Team.

3. **ERROR** STATUS OF XX RETURNED FROM HGTSTR WHILE DECODING OPERATION TYPES.
   Action: Contact your Support Team.

4. **ERROR** AN INVALID OPERATION TYPE WAS REQUESTED THE TYPE REQUESTED WAS XXXXXXXX
   Action: Specify a valid Operation type (currently only SNOW-17, SNOW-43 and SAC-SMA).

5. **ERROR** IN FUNCTION PRINTOPS NO CARRYOVER OR FORECAST GROUPS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED.
   Action: Specify at least one Carryover or Forecast Group.

6. **ERROR** IN FUNCTION PRINTOPS NO OPERATIONS TYPES HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED.
   Action: Specify an Operation type (currently only SNOW-17, SNOW-43 and SAC-SMA available).